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OBJECTIVE: Somatosensory evoked potentials have high prognostic value in neonatal intensive care, but their recording from infants is challenging. Here, we studied the possibility to elicit cortical responses in newborns by simple passive hand movements.

METHODS: We examined 13 newborns (postnatal age 1–46 days) during clinically indicated 19-channel electroencephalography (EEG) recordings in the neonatal intensive care unit; EEG indications included birth asphyxia and suspected epileptic seizures. The experimenter moved the infant’s wrist or fingers at 1 or 2 Hz for 5–10 min, separately on both sides. We measured movement kinematics with an accelerometer attached to the infant’s hand and computed coherence between the EEG and acceleration signals (corticokinematic coherence, CKC).

RESULTS: Statistically significant CKC (amplitude 0.020–0.511) with characteristic scalp topography was observed in all infants at twice the movement frequency. CKC was contralaterally dominant on the central scalp (median laterality index 0.48 for right-hand and 0.63 for left-hand movements).

CONCLUSIONS: Passive movements elicit cortical responses that can be readily observed in clinical EEG recordings from newborns in the intensive-care environment.

SIGNIFICANCE: CKC is a novel, noninvasive marker for the somatosensory system. Its robustness and practical ease make it attractive for bedside assessment of neurologically compromised newborns.

© 2017 International Federation of Clinical Neurophysiology. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Improving early neurological care and later neurodevelopmental outcomes of infants with perinatal adversities is a key challenge (Marlow et al., 2005; Robertson and Finer, 1993) that would greatly benefit from practical and objective bedside methods for an early assessment of various aspects of the newborn’s brain function. Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs) offer a reliable and robust method to address the functionality of afferent somatosensory pathways, and several recent studies suggest that SEPs can provide very early prediction of the outcome, for example, in hypoxic–ischemic encephalopathy (for reviews, see Kontio et al., 2013; Majnemer and Rosenblatt, 1996). However, the conventional method based on electric stimulation of the infant’s median nerve
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requires considerable technical expertise, thus limiting the practical availability of SEPs to only few neonatal intensive care units (NICUs) (Vanhatalo and Lauronen, 2006).

Recent magnetoencephalographic (MEG) studies on healthy adults have demonstrated that somatosensory afference can be studied reliably also using a much simpler stimulation method: continuous passive movements. Cortical signals from the primary sensorimotor (SMI) cortex entrain to the movement pace, leading to measurable corticothalamocortical coherence (CKC) (Bourguignon et al., 2011, 2012; Piitulainen et al., 2013b, 2015). Whereas cortical somatosensory responses to electric nerve stimulation reflect mixed somatosensory input with both tactile and proprioceptive contributions, adult studies suggest that CKC represents mainly proprioceptive afference with only a minor tactile contribution (Bourguignon et al., 2015; Piitulainen et al., 2013b).

In the present study, our aim was to find out whether CKC can be detected reliably already in newborn infants. We carried out the recordings in the most demanding conditions, that is, in the noisy NICU environment as a part of clinically-indicated electroencephalography (EEG) recordings. Notably, this context would also have the highest clinical demand for CKC-based somatosensory assessment. To provide suggestions for future clinical work, we examined technical and practical requirements that would validate the utility of CKC as a part of clinical care.

2. Methods

The recordings were performed during clinically indicated EEG measurements in the NICU of the Children's Hospital of Helsinki University Hospital. This study was part of a project that develops novel diagnostics at the Department of Children's Clinical Neurophysiology, approved by the relevant Ethics Committee of the Children's Hospital.

2.1. Patients

We here present data from 13 patients (8 boys, 5 girls; gestational ages at birth from 31 + 1 to 41 + 6 weeks + days; postnatal age 1–46 days). A 14th infant had to be excluded due to deterioration of the EEG signals by excessive restlessness caused by her jitteriness after a hypoxic-ischemic insult. The most common indications for the EEG recordings in the group were birth asphyxia and suspected epileptic seizures. One infant (P11) suffered from Erb's paresis on the left side and another (P12) from clonus on the right side. The other infants did not show lateralized symptoms. Table 1 presents relevant details of the included infants.

2.2. Movement stimulation

A clinical neurophysiologist (co-author SV) moved the infant's hands during routine EEG recordings while the infant was asleep. The stimuli were unilateral, continuous, regular extension–flexion movements of all fingers or the palm, flexing at the metacarpophalangeal level or at the wrist, respectively. Fig. 1 shows the stimulation setup (see also Supplementary Video 1). The on-line accelerometer signals on the EEG display (Supplementary Fig. S1) gave the necessary visual feedback to help the experimenter maintain a sufficiently steady stimulation rhythm. In total, we were able to perform 36 stimulation runs (2–4 per infant), each with 5–10 min of movement at either 1 or 2 Hz. For one infant (P10), only the right hand could be stimulated due to extensive bandage covering the left hand. In the other infants, both hands were stimulated in separate runs. Table 1 summarizes the measurements for each infant.

2.3. Recordings

2.3.1. EEG

EEG signals were recorded with a NicoletOne™ EEG system (Natus Medical Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA) and 19 sintered Ag/AgCl electrodes attached to an EEG cap (Waveguard™, ANT Neuro, Enschede, Netherlands). The recording passband was 0.053–500 Hz and the sampling rate 2000 Hz. EEG signals were acquired with reference to the Cz electrode.

2.3.2. Somatosensory evoked potentials (SEPs)

As part of the clinical EEG recordings, SEPs were gathered from 9/13 infants. The median nerve was stimulated with 0.2-ms constant-current pulses delivered once every 2 s for ~10 min per side using a battery-powered portable electrical peripheral-nerve stimulator (ENERGY Light integrated stimulator, Micromed, Mogliano Veneto, Italy). The stimuli were delivered at the wrist with a pair of small disk electrodes separated by 2–3 cm (Supplementary Fig. S2). Stimulus intensity (range 9–25 mA) was individually adjusted to be just above the motor threshold. SEPs were recorded for clinical purposes and analyzed with BESA® Research (BESA GmbH, Graefelfing, Germany). They were used in the current study only as additional neurophysiological data, and we will not elaborate on the details of their analysis (interested readers are referred to Nevalainen et al., 2015).

2.3.3. Acceleration

A 3-axis accelerometer (ADXL335 iMEMS Accelerometer, Analog Devices Inc., Norwood, MA, USA) with dedicated, in-house-made (Aalto Neuromaging, Aalto University, Espoo, Finland), battery-powered electronics was used to record the kinematics of the passive movements. The accelerometer was attached to the infant's fingers that were firmly bound together with the sensor using elastic bandage. Acceleration signals were recorded on additional polygraph channels in the EEG data set, using the same passband and sampling rate as for the EEG signals.

2.4. Data preprocessing

2.4.1. EEG

Co-author SV, experienced in pediatric EEG, visually examined the EEG data and annotated major movement artifacts. Artifacts contaminated 0–127 s (mean 30 s) of the individual stimulation runs, thus leaving 4–10 min of clean data for the analysis. To improve spatial specificity of the EEG signals and to avoid the global influence of a single reference channel, we transformed the EEG from the Cz-referential recording to current-source-density representation with the spherical-spline surface-Laplacian algorithm (Perrin et al., 1989, 1990) as implemented by Kayser and Tenke (2006a,b). This procedure was considered appropriate as we did not attempt to model the sources of the EEG signals. All subsequent computations were performed on these transformed EEG signals.

2.4.2. Acceleration

First, acceleration signals were high-pass filtered at 0.5 Hz. Then, the Euclidean norm of the three orthogonal acceleration signals—representing the magnitude of acceleration—was computed to obtain one orientation-independent acceleration signal for the CKC analysis (Bourguignon et al., 2011). We chose to use the Euclidean norm as the orientation of the accelerometer varied slightly during the stimulation due to, for example, spontaneous position changes of the infants.
2.5. Data analysis

2.5.1. CKC analysis

We computed the CKC between EEG signals and hand kinematics following the formulation of Halliday et al. (1995). As a part of the CKC analysis, we first determined the optimum epoch length (in number of movement cycles) that yielded statistically significant CKC at movement frequency (F0) or its first harmonic (F1) with the least amount of data. We here concentrated only on F0 and F1 as CKC typically peaks at these frequencies in adult MEG recordings (Bourguignon et al., 2011, 2012; Piitulainen et al., 2013b, 2015). Practically, CKC was computed at F0 and F1 using 10 different epoch lengths, corresponding to 1–10 movement cycles, with 80% epoch overlap. Epochs overlapping with the annotated artifact periods were excluded from the analysis. For the 10 epoch lengths and 2 frequencies, we evaluated CKC and its statistical significance as a function of the number of epochs (i.e., amount of data) included in the analysis. At group level, the data length, at which CKC turned and remained statistically significant (hereafter referred to as the required data length), was the shortest when the analysis was performed with epochs of 2 movement cycles (median of individual optimum epoch lengths). Thus, in the final

### Table 1

Summary of patient information and EEG, SEP, and CKC results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient</th>
<th>GA (w + d)</th>
<th>PNA (d)</th>
<th>EEG indication</th>
<th>EEG finding</th>
<th>SEP finding</th>
<th>Movement stimulation</th>
<th>Sleep stage</th>
<th>CKC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>39 + 6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Hypoglycemia, suspected seizures</td>
<td>Mild background abnormality; no asymmetry or focal findings</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 1 Hz Mixed + R 1 Hz Mixed +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>38 + 3</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Asphyxia, suspected seizures</td>
<td>Moderate background abnormality; no asymmetry or focal findings</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>L 1 Hz AS + R 1 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>38 + 3</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Post-resuscitation state</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 1 Hz AS + R 1 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>40 + 0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Myoclonus</td>
<td>Mild background abnormality; no asymmetry or focal findings</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 1 Hz Mixed + R 1 Hz QS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>41 + 1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Suspected seizure</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 1 Hz Mixed + R 1 Hz Mixed –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>31 + 1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Unexplained desaturations</td>
<td>Moderate background abnormality and asymmetry (reduced amplitudes on the right); no seizures</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>L 1 Hz Mixed + R 1 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>40 + 5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Meningitis</td>
<td>Mild background abnormality; no asymmetry or focal findings</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>L 2 Hz AS + R 2 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>40 + 2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Birth asphyxia</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 2 Hz AS + R 2 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>37 + 6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Apneas, suspected seizures</td>
<td>Moderate background abnormality and asymmetry (spikiness on the left); no seizures</td>
<td>Not done</td>
<td>L 1 Hz AS + R 1 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>41 + 6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Birth asphyxia</td>
<td>Moderate background abnormality; no asymmetry or focal findings</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>R 1 Hz QS + R 2 Hz Mixed +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>40 + 4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Birth asphyxia, left side Erb’s paresis</td>
<td>Moderate background abnormality and asymmetry (spikiness on the left, lower amplitudes on the right); no seizures</td>
<td>Right hand normal; left hand delayed and attenuated</td>
<td>L 2 Hz AS + R 2 Hz Mixed +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>41 + 5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Right side clonus</td>
<td>Moderate background abnormality and asymmetry (abnormal waveforms posteriorly on the left); no seizures</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 2 Hz AS + R 2 Hz AS +</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>37 + 5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Birth asphyxia</td>
<td>Mild background abnormality and asymmetry (immature waveforms on the right); no seizures</td>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>L 1 Hz AS + R 1 Hz Mixed + R 2 Hz QS –</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GA = gestational age at birth (weeks + days), PNA = postnatal age at recording (days), AS = active sleep, QS = quiet sleep. Mixed = alternating active and quiet sleep. Movement stimulation column indicates side and frequency of the movement stimulation; e.g. L 1 Hz = left-hand stimulation at 1 Hz.

![Fig. 1. Stimulation setup. The experimenter is moving the right-hand fingers of the infant. The accelerometer is attached to the fingers with bandage, and its black cable is visible. The situation was set up for illustrative purposes only, and the infant in the picture did not participate in the study.](image-url)
analysis, the CKC was estimated using the whole-length data, split into epochs of 2 s and 1 s for 1-Hz and 2-Hz movements, respectively.

Both in the epoch-length optimization and in the final CKC analysis, surrogate data were used to evaluate the statistical significance of the CKC values (Faes et al., 2004). We created 1000 Fourier-transform-surrogate acceleration signals maintaining the same power spectrum as in the original signal, but replacing the phase of Fourier coefficients with random values between $-\pi$ and $\pi$. We then computed coherence between these surrogate acceleration signals and the original EEG signals and extracted, for each surrogate, the maximum coherence value across 6 contralateral and midline central EEG channels (Fig. 2A), covering the SMI cortex, and 2 frequency bins, one at F0 and the other at F1. The threshold of statistically significant coherence corresponding to $p < 0.05$ was obtained as the 95-percentile of the cumulative density function of the maximum coherence values across the 1000 repetitions. For further analyses, we extracted, from each run, the CKC peak value across the preselected channels and frequencies, as well as the required data length to obtain statistically significant CKC.

To examine hemispheric lateralization of the CKC, we calculated—separately for left- and right-hand movements—the laterality index $LI = (\text{CKC}_{\text{left}} - \text{CKC}_{\text{right}})/(\text{CKC}_{\text{left}} + \text{CKC}_{\text{right}})$ where $\text{CKC}_{\text{left}}$ and $\text{CKC}_{\text{right}}$ refer to CKC peak values (across 3 channels near the central area and 2 frequencies $F0$ and $F1$) in left and right hemispheres, respectively; here positive and negative $LI$ values refer to left- and right-hemisphere dominance, respectively.

2.5.2. Analysis of sleep stages and background EEG

To explore the influence of brain state on CKC, we examined the effects of (a) sleep stage and (b) occipital background activity on the CKC peak value and the required data length. Co-author SV visually classified the infants’ sleep stages in each stimulation run into either active sleep, quiet sleep, or a mixture of them both.

The effects of sleep stage on the peak CKC and the required data length were evaluated with the Kruskal–Wallis test. Occipital background activity was characterized as the power ratio between slow (0.5–4 Hz) and fast (5–10 Hz) frequencies in the occipital channels (O1 and O2). The aim of this analysis was to examine whether background activity at the CKC frequencies affects the results. The slow frequencies (< 4 Hz) are a prominent component of the newborn EEG, and their amplitude varies markedly depending on the current brain state. We chose to focus on the occipital channels where the slow activity is strongest; moreover these channels are far from the SMI area activated by the simultaneous somatosensory input. We evaluated, using Spearman’s rank correlation, the link between the occipital slow/fast ratio and the peak CKC as well as the required data length.

2.5.3. Analysis software

All data were preprocessed and analyzed with custom-made scripts in MATLAB® (MathWorks, Natic, MA, USA) unless stated otherwise. Apart from the surrogate analysis of CKC results, statistical analyses were performed with IBM SPSS Statistics 22 (IBM, Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results

3.1. Practical remarks

All infants were sleeping during most of the EEG sessions, which lasted on average 83 min (range 51–131 min; $N = 13$), and all passive movements were performed during the sleep episodes. The targeted minimum of 5 min continuous stimulation was readily doable but some advance planning was required in each case to ensure that the position was comfortable for the infant as well as for the experimenter. Flexion of the infant’s fingers often triggered a forceful grasping reflex, which was avoided when the experimenter took a firm hold of the infant’s palm with his left hand,
Fig. 3. Distribution of CKC at F1 in each individual measurement (N = 36). CKC peaks on the contralateral side with respect to the stimulated hand, mostly in the central area. Maximum CKC values are indicated next to the plots. Cases where CKC did not reach statistical significance are shown in brackets. Note that color scales are adjusted separately for each plot. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
while moving the infant’s fingers (bound with the bandage together with the accelerometer sensor) with his right hand (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Video 1).

3.2. Movement characteristics

The actual stimulation frequencies were very close to the targeted ones: The power of the original single-axis acceleration—corresponding to the spatial axis along which the movement was most prominent—peaked at 0.99 ± 0.04 Hz (mean ± standard deviation; $N = 20$) for 1-Hz movements and 2.00 ± 0.01 Hz ($N = 16$) for 2-Hz movements. Of notice, the spectra of the Euclidean norm of the acceleration signals peaked mostly at twice the movement frequency (F1; Fig. 2C). This observation is explained by the insensitivity of the (always positive) Euclidean norm to the direction of acceleration, resulting in two (positive) peaks of acceleration for each movement cycle.

3.3. CKC

Fig. 2A shows the coherence spectrum of one infant (P3) at all electrodes during right-hand 1-Hz stimulation. The highest CKC peak occurred at F1 (2 times the movement frequency) over the contralateral central area. The spatial distributions of CKC at F1 were largely similar also in the other infants, so that prominent coherence was consistently observed in the contralateral central area and its surroundings (bolded channels in Fig. 2A). Fig. 2B shows the superimposed CKC spectra of all 13 infants and stimulation runs ($N = 2–4$ per infant, total $N = 36$) from the maximum channel within the predefined area. CKC was statistically significant ($p < 0.05$) in all 13 infants and in 33 out of the total 36 stimulation runs (see Table 1). In those 33 cases, the maximum CKC value across the preselected 6 channels and 2 frequencies (F0 and F1) was 0.067 (median; range 0.020–0.511) and it occurred always at F1. At F0, in contrast, CKC was statistically significant only in 4 infants in 4 individual stimulation runs, with a range of maximum CKC values of 0.009–0.021.

The individual topographic CKC maps in Fig. 3 show that CKC was stronger in the contralateral than in the ipsilateral hemisphere. The contralateral dominance of CKC was reflected also in the laterality index (LI) values (Fig. 4): The LI was $-0.63$ (median; range from $-0.87$ to 0.33; $N = 16$) for left-hand movements and 0.48 (from $-0.02$ to 0.92; $N = 20$) for right-hand movements.

Fig. 5A shows, for one representative infant (P8) and stimulation run (right-hand movement at 2 Hz) how increasing the amount of analyzed data improved the statistical significance of the CKC. In this measurement, statistical significance ($p < 0.05$) was obtained with ~60 s of data. In the whole group, the median required data length was 73 s (range 7–371 s; $N = 33$).

As a further index of corticokinematic coupling, we computed phase-locking value (PLV) between the Euclidean norm of the acceleration signals and the band-pass-filtered EEG signals. PLV yielded very similar results (data not shown) as CKC, which was expected because both measures represent the consistency of the phase difference between two signals. The main difference between the methods is that PLV removes the effect of signal amplitude, whereas coherence gives more weight to episodes of higher amplitude.

3.4. Functional brain state and its effect on CKC

We assessed sleep stage and occipital slow/fast ratio as markers of the infants’ functional brain state. From the total of 36 measurements, 17 contained only active sleep, 8 only quiet sleep, and 11 both active and quiet sleep (see Table 1). Fig. 6A and B show that the CKC peak value and the required data length did not differ much across the sleep stages ($p = 0.051$ and $p = 0.27$, respectively, Kruskal–Wallis test). The median power ratio of the occipital slow (1–4-Hz) versus fast (5–10-Hz) activity across all infants and stimulation runs was 11.8 (range 8.3–20.2; $N = 36$), and the peak CKC and the required data length did not depend systematically on this slow/fast ratio ($p = 0.93$ and $p = 0.59$, respectively, Spearman’s rank correlation; Fig. 6C and D).

3.5. Clinical EEG and SEP findings

The EEG recordings were normal in 3 infants (see Table 1) but showed mild to moderate background abnormality in the remaining 10. The EEG of 5 infants showed some level of interhemispheric asymmetry, but also these infants showed statistically significant CKC on both sides.

SEPs were normal on both sides in 8 out of the tested 9 infants (see Table 1). In one infant (P11) who suffered from left-sided Erb’s
Paresis, SEPs were normal on the left hemisphere but were delayed and attenuated on the right hemisphere. In this individual, CKC was statistically significant on both sides with approximately equal amplitudes. In another infant (P5), SEPs were normal on both sides but CKC was statistically significant only on the right hemisphere. The other 7 infants whose SEPs were tested showed normal SEPs as well as statistically significant CKC. Supplementary Fig. S3, illustrating a normal SEP to right median-nerve stimulation in one representative infant (P12), shows a scalp distribution similar to those observed for CKC (Figs. 2C and 3).

4. Discussion

We show that bedside recordings of cortical responses to passive movements are feasible in the neonatal intensive-care environment. The coupling between the movements and the infants’ EEG activity, demonstrated with CKC analysis, fully agreed with previous adult MEG recordings (Piitulainen et al., 2013b, 2015). We performed our measurements in the technically challenging intensive-care environment and found CKC in all 13 studied infants. Passive-movement stimulation could thus offer a new possibility for assessing the somatosensory system in critically ill neonates.

4.1. CKC in adults and newborns

Coherence between cortical activity and peripheral movements was first demonstrated in adults performing voluntary hand movements (Bourguignon et al., 2011; Jerbi et al., 2007; Kelso et al., 1998; O’Suilleabain et al., 1999; Piitulainen et al., 2013a; Pollok et al., 2004). More recent studies have shown that CKC is found at similar levels during both active and passive movements indicating that it represents afferent signaling from the periphery to the cortex (Bourguignon et al., 2015; Piitulainen et al., 2013b). CKC is easily detected in all healthy adults, mainly in the contralateral SMI area (Bourguignon et al., 2011; Jerbi et al., 2007; Piitulainen et al., 2013b, 2015).

The current results in newborn infants are well in line with these findings in adults. The strongest CKC was typically found in the contralateral central area; however, some spatial variability was observed, possibly related to the immature cortical organization (Lauronen et al., 2006; Nevalainen et al., 2008; Pihko et al., 2009). In the current study, CKC was strongest at F1 (twice the movement frequency), agreeing with a previous adult study using similar methodology (Piitulainen et al., 2013b). That CKC peaked at F1 and not at F0 likely pertains to that signals from the SMI cortex track the absolute velocity of movements rather than the velocity itself, being thus insensitive to movement direction itself (O’Suilleabain et al., 1999). Indeed, in the present study, the flexion and extension phases of the movements had close-to-opposite acceleration profiles (Supplementary Fig. S1). The stimulation thus caused 2 similar positive deflections per movement cycle both in the brain signals and in the Euclidian norm of the acceleration (which is also independent of the direction), leading to power accumulation at F1 in both signals.
In adults, CKC occurs during both active and passive movements, regardless of the level of concomitant tactile input (Bourguignon et al., 2015; Piitulainen et al., 2013b), and it thus mostly reflects afferent signaling from peripheral proprioceptors. The situation is different for SEPs, which rely on direct stimulation of nerve trunks at the periphery so that the relative contribution of different fibers depends on the intensity of the electric stimulation. Nevertheless, both CKC and SEPs represent the flow of somatosensory information from the periphery to the cortex, which is of high interest in neonatal intensive care.

4.2. Clinical feasibility and future prospects

Early functional assessment of the somatosensory system has proven valuable in guiding neurological care in the NICU (Majnemer and Rosenblatt, 1996; Nevalainen et al., 2015). However, the conventional SEP recordings have been applied routinely in only few units because of technical challenges with the electric nerve stimulation, data quality, and SEP analysis. Reliable electric stimulation of the median nerve—without causing excessive discomfort to the infant or stimulation artifacts into the EEG signals—is an especially demanding step in these measurements.

Several features of CKC make it attractive as a new marker for somatosensory function. First, it is based on passive-movement stimulation, which is noninvasive and simple to perform. Second, our data indicate that robust CKC can be obtained from as little as ~1 min of stimulation, and that the results are not very sensitive to the infant’s sleep stage or background EEG activity. Finally, the CKC analysis is based on spectral properties at the stimulation frequency and its harmonics, which are clearly below the frequencies of typical NICU noise, such as power-line and muscle artifacts (for a review of artifacts, see André et al., 2010). Thus, the method is resilient to artifacts that often severely compromise traditional SEP recordings.

The current study shows the general applicability of CKC measurements in the NICU. However, large prospective studies are still required to clarify some remaining questions. The method failed in 3 out of 36 stimulation runs, which could be due to insufficient measurement length, environmental noise, stimulation irregularities, or genuine pathophysiological abnormalities. The current data do not allow distinction between these alternatives. Furthermore, we observed some apparent discrepancies in our comparison of the CKC results and the clinical data: Lateralized abnormalities in the conventional EEG/SEP findings were not associated with clear discrepancies in the CKC results and the clinical data: Lateralized abnormalities in the conventional EEG/SEP findings were not associated with clear lateralization in the CKC results. These differences might be in part explained by technical issues, such as slight variability in the manually-generated movement stimulation impeding interhemispheric comparison of CKC values.

In future studies, the stimulation setups can be standardized by replacing the manual stimulation with an automatic passive-movement stimulator. Such devices have already been utilized in CKC recordings in adults (Piitulainen et al., 2015) as well as in functional magnetic resonance imaging studies in newborn infants (Allievi et al., 2013; Arichi et al., 2010). Automated stimulation would improve the stability of both movement frequency and amplitude both within and between subjects, which would be critical especially for longitudinal studies and follow-ups. A passive-movement stimulator for neonates, however, still needs to be validated for safety, patient comfort, and clinical efficiency.

The key aim of future studies is to explore, in detail, the clinical diagnostic utility and physiological relevance of CKC in newborns. These studies should characterize CKC levels in distinct groups of neonatal patients, as well as in healthy control subjects, with a proper comparison with results from other tests. It will also be important to systematically assess whether CKC—unlike SEPs (Pihko and Lauronen, 2004)—is indeed independent of the infant’s sleep stage, as suggested by the current results. Finally, prospective follow-up studies are required to demonstrate the prognostic value of CKC, for example, in predicting later cerebral palsy and other neurological disorders associated with neonatal hypoxic–ischemic brain damage. We expect that passive-movement stimulation combined with CKC analysis could then transform into a valuable new tool to be used in the neurophysiological assessment of newborn patients in the NICU.
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